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We discuss the problem of solvability for the class of homogenoeus left-invariant
operators gS, : on the Heisenberg group Hn introduced by F. De Mari, M. M.
Peloso, and F. Ricci. (1995, J. Reine Angew. Math. 464, 6796), where S # Sp(C, n)
has a degenerated semi-definite real part, and :=\(n+2l), l=0, 1, ... . We com-
pletely characterize the solvable operators in this class. As a consequence we obtain
that certain operators gS, : are solvable while their transposes
tgS, : are not.
This is the case, for instance, for the operator YZ on H1 , where Z=X&iY is the
unsolvable Lewy operator.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Solvability of differential operators that are not of principal type seems
to be a rather intricate problem for which no general answer exists so far.
The complexity of the problem is apparent from what is known in the
special case of second-order, left-invariant operators on 2-step nilpotent
groups.
The operators we are concerned with are of this type. We refer the reader
to [MR1, MR2, MR3] for operators having a real principal symbol and
to [DPR] for an approach to operators on the Heisenberg group with
complex principal symbol.
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The precise formulas that define the operators gS, : in terms of a com-
plex symmetric matrix S of dimension 2n and of a complex number : are
given in Section 1. We remark that when S is the identity matrix, they coin-
cide with the FollandStein operators of [FS].
The analysis worked out in [DPR] shows that, when S has the additional
properties of belonging to the symplectic group and having positive-definite
real part, one obtains many results in close analogy with the case S=I,
such as formulas for fundamental solutions or existence of non-admissible
values of :.
We shall see that, if we relax one of the hypotheses above, by assuming
that S is still symplectic, but with a semi-definite real part, then new
phenomena appear. It turns out that the set of : for which gS, : is not
solvable depends on the matrix S and can be one of the following four sets:
(1) the empty set; (2) the set E+=[n+2l : l # N]; (3) the set E&=&E+ ;
(4) the set E=E+ _ E&. In particular, it may very well happen that gS, :
is solvable and its transpose gS, &: is not. To the best of our knowledge
this is the first, and very simple, example of an invariant solvable operator
whose transpose is not solvable. (In the non-invariant setting one knows
examples of hypoelliptic unsolvable operators, hence solvable operators
whose transpose is not solvable [K].)
This situation appears even in the lowest dimensional case, i.e., on the
Heisenberg group H1 , and it is a rather remarkable result related to the
Lewy operator. If Z=X&iY is the Lewy operator (which is known to be
unsolvable), we can show that YZ is solvable, whereas its transpose ZY is
not. We know from personal communication that this fact can also be
deduced from a general criterion for solvability of homogeneous left-
invariant operators on H1 given in [W]. Our proof, however, does not use
the group Fourier transform (which we use instead to prove that YZ has
a tempered fundamental solution).
We thank Filippo De Mari for various useful conversations during the
preparation of this paper.
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND FORMULAS
Let Hn be the Heisenberg group having Rn_Rn_R as underlying
manifold, with the product
(x, y, t)(x$, y$, t$)=(x+x$, y+y$, t+t$&2(x } y$&y } x$)). (1.1)
The left-invariant vector fields
Xj=

xj
+2y j

t
, Yj=

y j
&2x j

t
, j=1, ..., n
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generate the Lie algebra and, if T=t,
[Xi , Yj]=&4$ijT. (1.2)
Let
J=\ 0&In
In
0 +
be the 2n_2n matrix defining the symplectic structure that intervenes in
(1.1). A complex matrix S belongs to the symplectic group Sp(n, C) if
tSJS=J.
We set
P+n =[S # Sp(n, C) : S=
tS, Re S0].
Given S # P+n and : # C, the second-order differential operator on Hn ,
gS, := &
1
4(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Yn) S
t(X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Yn)+i:T, (1.3)
is left-invariant and homogeneous with respect to the dilations
Ds (x, y, t)=(sx, sy, s2t).
We introduce some notation and recall some fact from [DPR]. For
S # P+n , we consider the quadratric form on R
n_Rn
Q(x, y)=(x, y)S&1 t(x, y), (1.4)
and set
U_, { (x, y, t)=(Q(x, y)+it)_ (Q(x, y)&it){. (1.5)
For Re S>0, U_, { is smooth away from the origin and, if
Re _+Re {>&n&1, integrable near 0. It follows that for all : # C,
U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2 is a well-defined distribution homogeneous of degree
&2n. Moreover, it satisfies the identity
gS, : U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=#(:)$0 , (1.6)
where, as in [FS],
#(:)=22&n?n _1 \n&:2 + 1 \
n+:
2 +&
&1
. (1.7)
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The fact that #(:) is an entire function of : with simple zeros at
:=\(n+2l ), l # N, implies that gS, : is solvable if and only if :  E=
[\(n+2l ) : l # N].
When Re S is only positive semi-definite and degenerate, it takes more
care to define U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2 , which, in general, will no longer be
locally integrable. We summarize the basic construction developed in
[DPR], see also [G] for the case S=I.
The following identities hold whenever the right-hand side is locally
integrable:
gS, : U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=*(n+:)U&(n&:)2+*, &(n+:)2&1 ,
(1.8)
gS, : U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2+*=*(n&:)U&(n&:)2&1,&(n+:)2+* .
We then set
d:, h, k=2h+k(h+k)! \ ‘
k
j=1 \
n+:
2
& j++\ ‘
h
j=1 \
n&:
2
& j++ , (1.9)
and
U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=d
&1
:, h, k \m
k
j=1
gS, :&2 j+
b \m
h
j=1
gS, :+2 j+ U&(n&:)2+h,&(n+:)2+k , (1.10)
whenever d:, h, k does not vanish and the function on the right-hand side is
locally integrable.
To justify (1.10) as a good definition, observe that (1.10) defines an
analytic function in : for each choice of h and k. By (1.8) any two of these
analytic functions coincide when the real part of : is sufficiently large, so
that the identity
d:, h2 , k2 \m
k1
j=1
gS, :&2 j+ b \m
h1
j=1
gS, :+2 j+ U&(n&:)2+h1 ,&(n+:)2+k1
=d:, h1 , k1 \m
k2
j=1
gS, :&2 j+
b \m
h2
j=1
gS, :+2 j+ U&(n&:)2+h2 ,&(n+:)2+k2
extends to the larger set of parameters where the various Us are locally
integrable.
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2. THE SOLVABILITY CRITERION FOR THE CRITICAL
VALUES OF :
In the remainder of the text we shall always assume that S # P+n .
We know from [DPR] that U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2 is well defined for :  E by
(1.11) for appropriate values of h and k and that #(:)&1 U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2
is a fundamental solution of gS, : . We also know from [MR1] that gS, :
is always solvable if Re S=0 (see the discussion in [DPR]). Moreover it
was shown in [DPR] Proposition 4.7 that gS, : is solvable when Re S0,
and :=n&2p, p=1, ..., n&1.
Therefore we shall be concerned with the case where Re S{0 and : # E.
Since (Q(x, y)\it)&1 is locally integrable by Lemma 4.4 in [DPR], we
can set
U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=Ul,&n&l
=
1
2n+l&1((n+l&1)!)2 \ m
n+l&1
j=1
gS, n+2l&2 j+ Ul,&1
if :=n+2l, (2.1)
U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=U&n&l, l
=
1
2n+l&1((n+l&1)!)2 \ m
n+l&1
j=1
gS,&n&2l+2 j+ U&1, l
=if :=&n&2l. (2.2)
Minor modifications to the proof of Theorem 4.2, and Proposition 4.7 in
[DPR], give the following result.
Lemma 2.1. If S # P+n and Re S{0, then
gS, : U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=#(:)$0 (2.3)
for : # C. Here #(:) is the constant in (1.7).
If : # E, the constant #(:) is zero, so we do not obtain a fundamental
solution directly from (2.3). However, we can differentiate (2.3) in : to
obtain a useful identity. If
V&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=

:
U&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2 ,
we have
gS, :V&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=#$(:)$0&iTU&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2 . (2.4)
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Observe that #$(\(n+2l )){0 because the function # has simple zeros.
Also observe that (2.4) reminds of the construction of a relative funda-
mental solution of gS, : in the case S=I, : # E; the last term in (2.4) is
then the orthogonal projection onto the L2-kernel of gS, : [GKS]. The
maening of (2.4) is not the same in the present situation, because for some
: # E we may very well have that gS, : has a trivial L2-kernel even though
the last term is not zero.
Lemma 2.2. Let S # P+n , Re S{0 and :=n+2l # E
+ (resp. := &n&
2l # E&). If there is a right-invariant locally solvable differential operator
D(r) such that D(r)(Ul, &1=0 (resp. D(r)U&1, l=0), then gS, : is solvable.
Proof. The assumption, together with (2.1) and (2.2), implies that
D(r)TU&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2=0, because right-invariant operators commute
with the left-invariant ones. Hence
gS, : (D(r)V&(n&:)2,&(n+:)2)=#$(:) D
(r)$0 .
By a general criterion (see [R, MR1]), gS, : is then solvable. K
3. POSITIVE RESULTS
We need the classification of canonical forms of matrices in P+n . This was
essentially worked out in the Appendix of [DPR], where, however, it had
been overlooked that in one of the cases a further reduction is possible, as
we shall see. The following statement gives the decomposition of S into
elementary blocks. We say that a subspace V of R2n is invariant under S
if V is invariant under both Re S and Im S.
Lemma 3.1. Let S # P+n . Then R
2n decomposes as the direct sum of 4
symplectic subspaces V1 , V+2 , V
&
2 , V3 , invariant under S and such that,
calling S1 , S+2 , S
&
2 , S3 the restrictions of S to these subspaces, the following
properties hold:
(1) V1 is the maximal symplectic subspace on which Re S is positive-
definite (in particular Re S1 is positive-definite); V1 decomposes as the direct
sum of 2-dimensional symplectic subspaces Wj , invariant under S1 , on each
of which S1 takes the form
\ajicj
icj
aj+ , (3.1)
with aj>0 and a2j +c
2
j =1;
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(2) V\2 decomposes into the direct sum of 2-dimensional symplectic
subspaces, invariant under S\2 , on each of which S
\
2 takes the form
\ 0\i
\i
2 + ; (3.2)
(3) V3 is the maximal symplectic subspace on which S is purely
imaginary; V3 decomposes as the direct sum of 2-dimensional symplectic sub-
spaces, invariant under S3 , on each of which S3 takes the form
\0i
i
0+ . (3.3)
Proof. Given the results in Appendix A of [DPR], in particular
Proposition A.7, we only need to show that we can reduce the matrix
\aj+ibjicj
icj
aj&ibj+ ,
with aj>0 and a2j +b
2
j +c
2
j =1, to the case bj=0 by means of conjugation
with real symplectic transformations. In fact, it suffices to conjugate with
\ cos %&sin %
sin %
cos %+ ,
and choose % so that b cos 2%+c sin 2%=0. K
Let 2n1 , 2n+2 , 2n
&
2 , 2n3 be the dimension of these subspaces. We can now
state our main theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let S # P+n and l # N. Then gS, n+2l is solvable if and only
if n&2 +n3>0 and gS,&n&2l is solvable if and only if n
+
2 +n3>0.
In this section we prove the positive part of the statement. The proof of
the negative part is postponed to the next section.
Proof. The extremal cases where Re S is either zero or positive definite
are covered by [MR1, DPR]. We can then assume that we are in the
hypotheses of Lemma 2.2 and that n+2 +n
&
2 +n3>0.
Assume first that n3>0. By Lemma 3.1, we can choose symplectic coor-
dinates (x$, xn , y$, yn), with x$, y$ # Rn&1, xn , yn # R, in such a way that the
quadratic form Q takes the form
Q(x, y)=Q$(x$, y$)&2ixn yn .
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We consider the right-invariant vector fields
X (r)n =

xn
&2yn

t
, Y (r)n =

yn
+2xn

t
, (3.4)
and for =>0 we define
U =l,&1=(Q+it)
l (Q+=&it)&1
U =&1, l=(Q+=+it)
&1 (Q&it) l.
Sin ce X (r)n (Q+=&it)=0 and Y
(r)
n (Q+=+it)=0, it follows that
(X (r)n )
l+1 U =l,&1=0,
(Y (r)n )
l+1 U =&1, l=0.
As = tends to 0, U =l,&1 tends to Ul, &1 and U
=
l, &1, l to U&1, l in the sense
of distributions. Therefore (X (r)n )
l+1 Ul, &1=(Y (r)n )
l+1 U&1, l=0. By
Lemma 2.2, gS, \(n+2l ) is solvable for all l.
Assume now that n+2 >0. Arguing as before, we can assume that the
quadratic form Q has the form
Q(x, y)=Q$(x$, y$)+2x2n&2ixn yn .
Then Y (r)n (Q+=+it)=0 and therefore
(Y (r)n )
l+1 U&1, l=0.
So gS, &n&2l is solvable.
If n&2 >0, by taking the complex conjugated of the matrix S we reduce
ourselves to the case n+2 >0. K
4. NEGATIVE RESULTS
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, we need to introduce the
group Fourier transform on Hn .
For *{0 we consider the Schro dinger representation ?* on L2(Rn) given
by
[?* (x, y, t) f ](!)=ei*(t&2(x+!) } y) f (!+2x). (4.1)
The action of d?* on the Lie algebra is given by
d?* (Xj)=2

! j
, d?* (Yj)=&2i*! j , d?* (T)=i*. (4.2)
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It is important to observe that if we change the (x, y) coordinates by
means of a symplectic matrix, the new representation (4.1) is equivalent to
the original one.
We shall use the following criterion taken from [CR], for non-
solvability.
Lemma 4.1. If L is a homogeneous left-invariant differential operator and
one at least of the two operators d?\1( tL) has a non-trivial kernel in the
Schwartz space S(Rn), then L is not solvable.
Observing that tgS, :=gS, &: , the analysis of d?\1( tgS, :) is facilitated
by the fact that the decomposition of S into blocks indicated in Lemma 3.1
induces a separation of variables in the !’s. We then begin by discussing the
existence of Schwartz functions that are annihilated by d?\1(gS, \(2l+1))
when S is a 2_2 matrix as in (3.1) and (3.2).
Lemma 4.2.
(1) Let S be the matrix
\aic
ic
a+ , (4.3)
with a>0 and a2+c2=1. Then d?1(gS, 2l+1) and ?&1(gS, &2l&1) have
non-trivial kernel in the Schwartz space.
(2) Let S be the matrix
\0i
i
2+ ; (4.4)
then d?&1(gS, &2l&1) has non-trivial kernel in the Schwartz space.
(3) Let S be the matrix
\ 0&i
&i
2 + ; (4.5)
then d?1(gS, 2l+1) has non-trivial kernel in the Schwartz space.
Proof. In case (1) we factor gS, : in the two equivalent forms:
gS, :=&
a
4 \X+i
c&1
a
Y+\X+i c+1a Y++i(:&1)T
=&
a
4 \X+i
c+1
a
Y+\X+i c&1a Y++i(:+1)T. (4.6)
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If we set
A=
1
2
d?1 \X+i c&1a Y+=
d
d!
+
c&1
a
!
B=
1
2
d?1 \X+i c+1a Y+=
d
d!
+
c+1
a
!,
we have
d?1(gS, :) f =&aABf &(:&1) f.
The function
.0(!)=e&((c+1)2a) !
2
satisfies B.0=0 and is in the Schwartz space because (c+1)a>0. Therefore
d?1(gS, 1).0=0.
Observe that
[A, B]=
2
a
. (4.7)
This implies that A.0{0, since we would have otherwise
.0=
a
2
[A, B].0=
a
2
AB.0&BA.0=0.
Let .1=A.0 # S(R). We have
d?1(gS, 3).1=&aAB.1&2.1
=&aABA.0&2.1
=&aA2B.0+aA[A, B].0&2.1
=0.
If .l=Al.0 , an inductive argument shows that
d?1(gS, 2l+1).l=0.
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On the other hand, another inductive argument based on (4.7) shows that
B.l=&
2l
a
.l&1 ,
so that .l cannot be zero.
A similar argument starting from the second identity in (4.6) gives that
d?&1(gS, &2l&1) annihilates a non-trivial Schwartz function.
We pass now to case (2). We have
gS, :=&
1
4
(iXY+iYX+2Y2)+i:T
=&
i
2
Y(X&iY )+i(:+1)T.
Since
d?&1(X&iY) f =2 \ dd!+!+ f,
the same argument can be applied again to find a Schwartz function .l
such that
d?&1(gS, &2l&1).l=0.
Finally the operator d?1(gS, :) of case (3) is the complex conjugate of
d?&1(gS, &:) of case (2), and this concludes the proof. K
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.2.
End of the Proof of Theorem 3.2. It is sufficient to consider the case
where n&2 =n3=0 and :=n+2l. We write the Schro dinger representations
in terms of a symplectic basis that splits S into 2_2 blocks S1 , ..., Sn , and
on each block the representation is such that relations (4.2) hold. The only
blocks we find are as in (1) and (2) in Lemma 4.2.
Decompose n+2l as a sum nj=1 (1+2l j ) with l j # N, and write g j for
the operator gSj , &1&2lj in the variables (xj , y j , t), so that gS, &n&2l=
nj=1 g j . For each j consider the function .lj (! j ), as constructed in the
proof of Lemma 4.2.
The operator d?&1(g j ) acts on the variable ! j only and annihilates
.lj (! j ). Therefore, if 8l (!) is tensor product of the various .lj (! j), we have
d?&1(gS, &n&2l )8l= :
n
j=1
d?&1(g j)8l=0.
By Lemma 4.1, tgS, &n&2l=gS, n+2l is not solvable. K
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5. A TEMPERED FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTION FOR YZ
The operator YZ= 12Y(X&iY ) on H1 is the simplest of the operators we
are considering that are solvable but have a non-solvable transpose. In fact
YZ=igS, &1 where S is as in (4.4).
We know from [M] that even though an operator is solvable, it does
not necessarily a tempered fundamental solution. We shall prove that YZ
has in fact a tempered fundamental solution.
Things will be facilitated if we replace YZ with its right-invariant version
Y (r)Z (r). The reason is that the representations act in such a way that
?* (Y (r) Z (r)f )=d?* (Y) d?* (Z) ?* ( f )
and it is more convenient to have differential operators on the left. Once
we have obtained a fundamental solution for Y (r)Z (r), we just have to
compose it with the inversion (x, y, t) [ (&x, &y, &t) to obtain a
fundamental solution for YZ.
In order to find a distribution 8 on H1 such that Y (r)Z (r)8=$0 , we
look first, at each *{0, for operators U* : S(R)  S$(R) such that
d?* (Y) d?* (Z)U*=I.
This problem reduces to solving in S$ the ordinary differential equation
&2i*! \ dd!&*!+ u(!)=.(!), (5.1)
for . # S.
A tempered solution that depends linearly on . is given by1
u(!)=(U*.)(!)={
&
e*!22
* |

!
.(’)
’
e&*’22 d’
e*!22
* |
!
&
.(’)
’
e&*’22 d’
if !>0
if !<0
if *>0 and by
u(!)=(U*.)(!)={
e*!22
* |
!
1
.(’)
’
e&*’22 d’
e*!22
* |
!
&1
.(’)
’
e&*’22 d’
if !>0
if !<0
if *<0.
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So
(U* .)(!)=| K(!, ’, *) .(’) d’,
where
K(!, ’, *)=
&
e*(!2&’2)2
*’
/[’>!] if *>0, !>0;
(5.2)
e*(!2&’2)2
*’
/[’<!] if *>0, !<0;
e*(!2&’2)2
*’
(/[1<’<!]&/[!<’<1]) if *<0, !>0;
e*(!2&’2)2
*’
(/[&1<’<!]&/[!<’<&1]) if *<0, !<0.
In order to proceed, we must derive some explicit formulas for represen-
tations from (4.1). If g is an integrable function on H1 , we have
[?* (g)] f (!)=| g(x, y, t) ei*(t&2(x+!) y) f (!+2x) dx dy dt
=| Fy, t g(x, 2*(x+!),&*) f (!+2x) dx,
where F denotes the partial Fourier transform in the indicated variables.
Changing x into ’=!+2x, we obtain
[?* (g)] f (!)=
1
2 | Fy, t g \
’&!
2
, *(’+!), &*+ f (’) d’,
which expresses the integral kernel of ?* (g) in terms of the partial Fourier
transform of g.
We shall make repeated use of the change of variables
{
x=
’&!
2
+=*(’+!), {
!=
+
2*
&x
’=
+
2*
+x.
(5.3)
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Lemma 5.1. The function K(+2*&x, +2*+x, *) is locally integrable
and tempered.
Proof. Let QR be the set where x, +, * are smaller than R in absolute
value. Then
|
QR }K \
+
2*
&x,
+
2*
+x, *+} dx d+ d*=|ER |K(!, ’, *)| |*| d! d’ d*,
where ER is defined by the conditions |!&’|<2R, |!+’|<R |*| , |*|<R.
Observing that the exponential which appears in (5.2) is bounded on the
support of K, it is easy to show that the integral converges and that it is
polynomially increasing in R. K
It follows that there is a tempered distribution 8(x, y, t) on H1 such that
Fy, t 8(x, +, *)=K \& +2*&x,&
+
2*
+x, &*+ .
Theorem 5.2. The distribution 8 satisfies the equation Y (r)Z (r)8=$0 .
Proof. Take f # S(H1). Then
(Y (r)Z (r)8, f ) =(8, Z (r)Y (r) f )
=| Fy, t 8(x, +, *) Fy, t (Z (r)Y (r) f )(x, +, *) dx d+ d*
=| K \& +2*&x,&
+
2*
+x, &*+
_\ x+2*

+
&+&2*x+
_(++2*x) Fy, t f (x, +, *) dx d+ d*.
By Lemma 5.1, we can integrate in x and + first for fixed *{0. Changing
* into &*, we then compute
| K \ +2*&x,
+
2*
+x, *+\ x&2*

+
&++2*x+
_(+&2*x) Fy, t f (x, +, &*) dx d+. (5.4)
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We make the change of variables (5.3) to turn (5.4) into
|*| | K(!, ’, *) \&2 !&2*!+
_(&2*!) Fy, t f \n&!2 , *(’+!),&*+ d! d’. (5.5)
But K satisfies the equation
*! \ !&*!+ K(!, ’, *)=$(!&’),
so that (5.5) equals
|*| | Fy, t f (0, 2*!,&*) d!=Ft f (0, 0, &*).
Integrating in d* we obtain that
(Y (r)Z (r)8, f )= f (0),
and this concludes the proof. K
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